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Abstract6

Genetic variances and covariances, summarised in G matrices, are key determinants of the course of adaptive7

evolution. Consequently, understanding how G matrices vary among populations is critical to answering8

a variety of questions in evolutionary biology. A method has recently been proposed for generating null9

distributions of statistics pertaining to differences in G matrices among populations. The general approach10

facilitated by this method is likely to prove to be very important in studies of the evolution of G. We have11

identified an issue in the method that will cause it to create null distributions of differences in G matrices that12

are likely to be far too narrow. The issue arises from the fact that the method as currently used generates null13

distributions of statistics pertaining to differences in G matrices across populations by simulating breeding14

value vectors based on G matrices estimated from data, randomising these vectors across populations, and15

then calculating null values of statistics from G matrices that are calculated directly from the variances16

and covariances among randomised vectors. This calculation treats breeding values as quantities that are17

directly measurable, instead of predicted from G matrices that are themselves estimated from patterns of18

covariance among kin. The existing method thus neglects a major source of uncertainty in G matrices, which19

renders it anticonservative. We first suggest a correction to the method. We then apply the original and20

modified methods to a very simple instructive scenario. Finally, we demonstrate the use of both methods in21

the analysis of a real data set.22

Key words: G matrix, quantitiatve genetics, null distribution, tensor analysis, differentiation23
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Introduction24

Genetic variances and covariances among traits, summarised in G matrices, are central to understanding how25

phenotypes evolve (Walsh & Lynch 2018). Consequently, understanding similarities and differences in G26

among populations is critical for understanding whether, how, and by what rates and patterns, populations27

will diverge in response to prevailing patterns of natural selection. G is inherently challenging to estimate,28

and its multi-dimensional nature means that summarising differences in G matrices among populations, when29

each G matrix is typically imprecisely estimated, is a delicate and challenging task. Aguirre et al. (2014)30

propose a method for generating null distributions of statistics describing differences in G among populations,31

providing an important and unified advance in the available tools for studying G and its role in adaptive32

evolutionary diversification.33

We have identified a feature of the Aguirre et al. (2014) method that is likely to render it anticonservative.34

In other words, the method as proposed, and currently applied, will generate null distributions of differences35

among G matrices that are likely to be too narrow, potentially inflating the apparent statistical significance36

of estimated differences among G matrices. First, we explain the cause of anticonservatism in the current37

method. We then suggest a modification to Aguirre et al.’s (2014) method to correct the issue. Next, we38

illustrate the anticonservatism of the original approach and the more desirable behaviour of the modified39

method with a simple example, wherein the desired properties of the null distribution are immediately40

apparent. Finally, we apply both methods to a more complex problem involving real data.41

The original method and its modification42

The method proposed by Aguirre et al. (2014) requires that (1) posterior distributions of estimated G43

matrices are generated for multiple populations, and (2) desired statistics summarising differences among the44

estimated G matrices are calculated. Null distributions of these statistics are then obtained by the following45

steps: (3) for each posterior sample in each population, breeding values for all individuals in the analysis46

are simulated by sampling from multivariate normal distributions, with covariances defined by the pedigree47

and population-specific estimates of G. Next, (4) all of the breeding values are re-assigned at random to48

all individuals, across populations. Then, (5) the covariances matrices of the randomised breeding values49

of individuals within each population are calculated. Finally (6) the statistics in step (2) are generated for50

each posterior sample from the randomised G matrices. This set of statistics serves as a null distribution, to51

which the actual values generated in step (2) can be compared.52

The problem with this method arises in step (5), because there are two sources of statistical error in the53
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estimation of G matrices. The first source arises from the fact that in any finite study, the unknown additive54

genetic values and observed phenotypic values (even if the phenotypes are measured without error) of sampled55

individuals can imperfectly reflect the distributions of these values in the wider population from which56

individuals are drawn. This is the standard source of statistical error with which most statistical procedures57

are designed to grapple. Under ideal conditions (e.g., no measurement error or study-specific confounding58

factors), it is the only source of error in population-level summaries of quantities, such as phenotypes (or the59

phenotypic covariance matrix, P), that can be measured directly on individuals. Step (5) of Aguirre et al.’s60

(2014) method accounts for this source of variation only.61

The second source of statistical error associated with G matrices arises from the fact that G is a population-level62

summary of additive genetic values that cannot be measured directly on individuals, despite being individual-63

level quantities. Rather, we must infer such values from patterns of similarity among kin. Consequently, G64

matrices are typically estimated less precisely than they would be if we could simply calculate variances and65

covariances among directly-measureable breeding values. This second source will typically be a major, if not66

the dominant, source of statistical error in estimates of G, and so a modification of the Aguirre et al. (2014)67

method is likely to be necessary in order for it to fully represent uncertainty in comparisons of G matrices.68

We propose that the Aguirre et al. (2014) method can be improved by using steps (1) through (4) as69

described above, then replacing step (5) with modifications subsequently termed (5a) and (5b). The crux of70

these modifications is as follows: instead of calculating randomised G matrices using randomised breeding71

values as though they were observable, directly-measured quantities like phenotypes, (5a) phenotypes are72

recomposed using the posterior samples of all (genetic and non-genetic) contributions to phenotype, as73

empirically estimated in each population.74

For example, suppose that a univariate sire model is fitted in a Bayesian framework to data from each75

population, in order to compare simple estimates of Va among populations (as in steps 1 and 2). In the76

randomisation procedure applied to each posterior sample (steps 3 and 4), individual i in population j is77

assigned an additive genetic value a∗
ij (and corresponding vectors of additive genetic values are generated for78

each sire’s offspring according to standard rules of polygenic inheritance; Bulmer 1980, Lynch and Walsh79

1998). At this point, a simulated phenotype for this individual can be recomposed according to80

z∗
i,j ∼ N(µj + a∗

ij , Vp,j − Va,j)

where µj is the estimated mean phenotype, and Vp,j and Va,j are the phenotypic and additive genetic81

variances, respectively, for population j. Having simulated these phenotypes (z∗ values) for all individuals in82
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all populations, (5b) randomised G matrices are then inferred by re-fitting the same models in step (1) to83

the new set of recomposed phenotypes. Finally, (6) the statistics in step (2) are computed for each posterior84

sample of these randomised G matrices, generating null distributions to which the actual values from step (2)85

can be compared.86

Application of the original and modified methods to a simple simulated example87

Consider that two populations might both have identical genetic variances for some trait of interest of88

Va = 0.5, and identical phenotypic variances of Vp = 1.0. Imagine that we are interested in the difference89

in Va between these two populations (i.e., that in an empirical setting, we did not know that they were90

identical). Imagine that we estimated Va in both populations using a standard breeding design with dams91

nested within sires (Lynch & Walsh 1998). This might involve taking 100 sires per population, mating each92

sire to five unrelated dams, and then phenotyping one offspring per dam. Data for this breeding design may93

be simulated according to94

ai,j ∼ (0, Va) ,

where ai,j is the additive genetic value of sire i in population j, and95

zi,j,k ∼ (µj + ai,j/2, Vp −
Va

4 ) ,

where k indexes each sire’s offspring, such that zi,j,k is the phenotype of offspring k of sire i from population96

j. For each population, Va may be estimated (pretending we did not know that Va was common between the97

two populations) by fitting the following linear model to simulated data98

zi,j,k = µj + si,j + ei,j,k ,

where the sire effects si,j are treated as random, such that a variance associated with sires, Vsire,j , is99

estimated for each population. This sire variance would yield population-specific estimates of Va according to100

V̂a,j = 4 · Vsire,j (Lynch & Walsh 1998).101

A valid null distribution should represent the range of values that would be obtained for a focal parameter by102

random chance alone, if we could replicate a given study many times in many populations with all other103

aspects of experimental design (e.g., sample size) held constant. We constructed a null distribution to account104

for all sources of statistical noise in estimating the difference in Va, and to which we can compare ther null105

distributions generated both by the original Aguirre et al. (2014) method, and our modification. A valid null106
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distribution should represent the range of values that would be obtained for a focal parameter by random107

chance alone, if we could replicate a given study many times in many populations with all other aspects108

of experimental design (e.g., sample size) held constant. To generate such a distribution, we conducted109

the above simulation and analyses 1000 times, calculating the difference in Va in each of these independent110

replicates of our hypothetical study. We conducted the necessary 1000 pairs of linear model analyses using111

restricted maximum likelihood, for computational efficiency. A method for generating a null distribution of112

any statistic describing differences in G, including one as simple as the difference between two estimates of113

Va, should generater a distribution similar in breadth to the distribution generated by replicate simulations114

(depicted for our 1000 replicates by the dashed grey line in Fig. 1), if that method is valid.115

To investigate the widths of the null distributions generated by the original Aguirre et al. (2014) method and116

our proposed modification, we took one simulation (treated as a hypothetical empirical study) and generated117

posterior distributions of Va by fitting linear models using Gibbs sampling in MCMCglmm (Hadfield 2010).118

Based on this single simulation, we generated a dataset that happens to have a modest difference in estimated119

Va between populations (i.e., Va,2 − Va,1 = −0.056). To posterior samples from this simulation, we applied120

both the original method (steps 1-6, as described above) and our proposed modification (steps 1-4, followed121

by 5a, 5b, & 6), to generate null distributions for the difference in Va between populations.122

The original method generates a null distribution of differences in Va that is much narrower than the123

natural statistical variability of the system (Fig. 1a). Under the original method, there would appear124

to be approximately a 2.5% chance of observing a difference as large, or larger, than the test statistic of125

|Va,2 − Va,1| = 0.056. In contrast, our proposed modification of the method generates a null distribution of126

differences in Va that is similar in width to that generated under the conditions of our simulations (Fig. 1b).127

Under this modification, greater differences in Va are expected, with values as large or larger than 0.056128

expected 82% of the time.129

Our use of REML, rather than MCMC, to fit models to the null datasets in our instructive simulations130

is motivated entirely by computational efficiency. We hope that this simulation (all code available in the131

supplement) will be useful for anyone who may wish to, for example, verify the general behaviour of either the132

original method, the proposed modification, or some further modifications, without having to use hundreds133

or thousands of CPU-hours to re-fit MCMC models. For analysis of real data, or more detailed statistical134

development of this type of method, one would almost certainly want to fit all models used in generating the135

null distribution using exactly the same methods as are applied to the real data. We compared the inference136

of 1000 pairs of REML mixed models and 1000 paris of MCMC mixed models to estimate differences in Va137

(details and results in the supplement), and the resuting distributions were broadly similar (such that our138
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simple example should be entirely instructive), but not identical. As such, the approach of using REML139

in the generation of simulated datasets should probably not be put into empirical use, but rather, its use140

should be restricted to instructive numerical demonstrations. It seems possible that further development and141

refinement of the general approach studied here for generating null distributions of G matrix differences could142

lead to further improvements in the validity of p values, and potentially also improvements in computational143

efficiency. We consider further detailed study of the behaviour of the modified method, or development of144

more efficient versions, beyond the scope of this note.145

Application to real data146

We applied the original Aguirre et al. (2014) method, and our proposed modification, to an empirical dataset147

on the evolution of G among three Australian Drosophila melanogaster populations. The experimental design148

and laboratory procedure of the data set used here is described in detail in Hanagartner et al. (submitted149

to Evolution simultaneously with the present manuscript). In short, a paternal half-sibling breeding design150

was used to estimate additive genetic variances and covariances among sexes and four traits (desiccation151

resistance, cold recovery time, heat knockdown time and wing size) in each population . Heat knockdown152

time and desiccation resistance were measured for different individuals. Between 103 and 106 sires, and 515153

and 530 full sib families, were generated for each source population, from which a total of 25068 offspring were154

phenotyped for one or more traits. Cold recovery time and wing size were measured for the same individuals.155

Separately for each population, we modelled the eight sex-specific trait measurements according to the mixed156

model,157

zijkl = Xijmβjlm + sjk + djl + eij , (1)

where zijkl is the phenotype of individual i, with sex j, that is an offspring of sire k and dam l, where158

individual i was reared in block m. Xijm and βjm are the fixed effect design matrix and vector of fixed159

effects vector describing block effects on sex-specific trait measures. sjk and djk are the random effect of160

sire k and dam l on traits in sex j, and eij are individual-level residuals for sex-specific trait measurements.161

Because offspring of both sexes are phenotyped for all traits, the covariances across sires are estimable for all162

sex-specific trait measures, and were estimated as an 8 by 8 unstructured covariance matrix, i.e.,163




sj=1,k

sj=2,k


 ∼ N (0,Σs) ,
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where j = 1 and j = 2 encode the two offspring sexes, and Σs is the 8 by 8 covariance matrix associated164

with sire identity; variances and covariances of dam effects were specified equivalently. The G matrix was165

estimated as four times the sire covariance matrix, i.e., 4Σs (Lynch and Walsh 1998). Since (i) traits were166

treated in a sex-specific manner, and (ii) traits were measured in different individuals (except for cold recovery167

and wing size, which were measured in the same individuals in each sex), the residual covariance structure168

was more complex, and was specified as169

eij ∼ N (0,Σe,j) ,

where the sex-specific residual covariance matrices, Σe,j , include estimated terms according to170

Σe,j =




σ2
e,j,hk 0 0 0

0 σ2
e,j,dr 0 0

0 0 σ2
e,j,cr σe,j,ws

0 0 σe,j,ws σ2
e,j,ws



,

where sex-specific variances and covariances are subscripted according to hk for heat knockdown time, dr171

for desiccation resistance, cr for cold recovery time, and ws for wing size. All traits were standardised to172

a variance of one and a mean of zero prior to analysis. The mixed models were implemented in MCMCglmm173

(Hadfield 2010) to obtain 1000 MCMC samples of the posterior distributions of each population-specific G174

matrix.175

Here, we apply these 1000 MCMC samples to a comparison of G matrices among populations using a176

fourth-order genetic covariance tensor, as described in Aguirre et al. (2014). Tensors can be decomposed into177

a set of eigentensors (Ei), each representing an independent component of variation among the original G178

matrices (in our case, the maximum number of non-zero components is two, one less than the number of179

matrices compared). We compare the observed divergence of matrices summarised by the tensor to the null180

distributions generated by the original Aguirre et al. (2014) method (steps 1-6 above), and by our proposed181

modification. For our modification, we applied steps (1) through (4), then (5a) and (5b), to the 1000 samples,182

generating 1000 randomised G matrices per population. Each model re-fitted in (5b) used the same burn-in183

and thinning interval as the original model, and generated a new set of MCMC samples that we limited to184

200 to reduce computational burden (see Walter et al. 2018 for a similar approach). We constructed our null185

distribution of the tensor comparison from the 1000 posterior means of these latter samples.186

Tensor comparisons across the populations revealed apparently significant divergence among G matrices when187

using the null distribution generated by the original method, based on non-overlap between the observed and188
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randomised distributions of population variation in G captured by the two eigentensors, E1 and E2 (Fig.189

2a). In contrast, the same comparison using the modified method reveals that the divergence captured by190

the eigentensors falls very much within the range that would be observed if there were no differences in the191

G matrices among the populations (i.e., the estimated divergence falls well within that of the randomised192

distributions; Fig. 2b).193

Discussion194

The basic thinking underlying the Aguirre et al. (2014) method is likely to prove very useful in making195

comparisons among estimated G matrices. With critical modifications, we believe its application will greatly196

aid in making robust inferences about how patterns of genetic variation differ among populations. The197

modifications we suggest render the method more computationally intensive, and also may require careful198

consideration of nuanced issues in some key circumstances. We attempt here to begin discussion of some of199

these potential additional considerations.200

As we demonstrate here, procedures to generate appropriate null distributions of differences among G matrices201

are likely to be more computationally intensive than the original Aguirre et al. (2014) method. Specifically,202

step (5b) of our modified method (re-fitting models to randomised data for each posterior sample of the203

original models) is more computationally intensive than the corresponding step (5) in the original method204

(calculating covariance matrices of simulated then randomised breeding values). This modification should not205

be seen as a detraction. Rather, it is a necessity in order to account for all sources of statistical uncertainty206

in estimating G, within the overall framework of the Aguirre et al. (2014) method. With the modern207

computational facilities of many research institutions, the need to refit models to randomised datasets based208

on the posterior distributions of empirical estimates of G should not greatly hinder the applicability of the209

modified method.210

The modifications necessary to the Aguirre et al. (2014) method also reveal further subtleties associated211

with the details of simulating null distributions of differences among G matrices. In particular, step (5a) of212

our modified method (simulating phenotypes for each posterior sample of the original models) requires more213

attention than step (5) of the original method. Simple randomisation of breeding values across populations,214

as in the original method, will not serve the purpose for the modified steps 5a/b, because the breeding values215

within populations would then be independent of the population pedigrees. Rather, it seems that simulated216

phenotypes will generally need to be re-composed and re-analysed in each population, according to the model217

used to estimate G matrices from the real data (e.g., an analysis such as that specified by equation 1).218
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A different modification of the Aguirre et al. (2014) method has recently been suggested (Walter et al. 2018).219

By randomising phenotypes across individuals, the Walter et al. (2018) procedure generates a situation where220

phenotypes are disassociated from the pedigree and generates null distributions under the condition where G221

matrices are equal among populations because they are all null. This approach is therefore useful to generate222

null distributions (assuming all genetic variances and covariances were zero) for several summaries of the223

geometry of G matrices, but would not be appropriate as a null distribution to test for differences in G224

matrices among populations. A further aspect of the Walter et al. (2018) method that will require particular225

consideration in its application is that by randomising phenotypes across individuals, phenotypes will also be226

randomised across values of other fixed and random effects that a modern mixed model-based quantitative227

genetic analysis will typically consider simultaneously with inference of quantitative genetic parameters. If228

those other effects explain variation in the real data, and render inference of quantitative genetic parameters229

more precise than they would be otherwise, null distributions generated in this way will be overly pessimistic230

(i.e., larger than need be).231

In conclusion, model-based recomposition of phenotypes under procedures closely related to the original232

Aguirre et al. (2014) method may prove useful in generating null distributions of statistics describing variation233

in G matrices that are reasonably indicative of the statistical uncertainty inherent in a given analysis. These234

distributions are likely to be the best representation of null hypotheses wherein genetic variation exists in235

multiple populations, but where there are no differences among populations. This method will compliment236

other recently developed approaches, which generate confidence intervals (or Bayesian credible intervals) for237

estimated differences (as opposed to null distributions), including Monte Carlo simulation from multivariate238

normal approximations to the sampling distribution of G matrices (Morrissey et al. 2012, Meyer & Houle239

2013, Houle & Meyer 2015), and integration over Bayesian posterior distributions of G to generate credible240

intervals of derived quantities.241
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Figure 1: Comparison of (a) the original Aguirre et al. (2014) method, and (b) the proposed modification
for generating null distributions representing statistical variability in the estimation of the difference in the
additive genetic variance, Va, between two hypothetical populations. The grey lines in both plots show the
distribution of the difference in Va frommultiple, independent, simulations in a scenario where Va = 0.5
in both populations. This distribution represents the statistical uncertainty inherent in the estimation of
the difference in Va; a valid method for generating a null distribution should match this distribution. Note
that the x-axis scales differ between parts (a) and (b); the distirbution of results from muitiple replicate
simulations is identical on both plots.
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Figure 2: Results of the genetic covariance tensor analysis comparing G among populations using (a) the null
distribution proposed by Aguirre et al. (2014), and (b) the proposed modification of that method. Population
variation captured by the eigentensors E1 and E2 for the observed and randomized G are shown. Non-overlap
of the intervals representing the among-population variation in G of the observed and randomized G matrices
would indicate that the estimates of population divergence in G are larger than expected by statistical
uncertainty alone.
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